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 | This is the wide format. You can download for personal use. You can also download for commercial use.Q: How can I view
what permissions have been given to a file? How can I list all the permissions given to a file or folder? I used to run: cd

/media/foo/bar ls -al and it would show me a list of every permission that was given to that folder. Since changing my file
system to ext4, this behavior is gone. Is there a way to see the permissions on a file in Ubuntu? A: The permissions are stored as

a set of numbers, with the first number corresponding to the lowest permission and the other numbers corresponding to
increasing level of permission. The number of access permissions a user has is stored as a number 0 through 7 in /etc/passwd,

while the number of files and directories he has access to is stored as a number 0 through 6 in /etc/group. The number of access
permissions a group has is stored as a number 0 through 5 in /etc/group. The number of access permissions all users have is

stored as a number 0 through 6 in /etc/passwd. Each of these numbers is a bitmask, where the lowest two bits (corresponding to
the lowest permission) are always set to 0, and the rest can take on different values. The values are as follows: 01 - read 02 -
write 04 - execute 08 - sticky bit 10 - append 20 - set group id on files 40 - set suid bit on files 80 - no password or group ID

required Note: The set of permissions is applied to files and folders. If a directory is created, the permissions of the folder are
applied to the new directory and its contents, but not to the contents of the parent directories. The 0 bit (denoted by an empty

string) corresponds to the first permission in the permissions octal number. So, the number 666 (101010) when interpreted as a
permissions octal number has the three lowest bits set to zero (which means read and write access only) and the other five bits

set to one (which means all other permissions). The 1 bit (denoted by a dash) corresponds to the second permission in the
permissions octal number. So, the number 00777 (100100) when interpreted as a permissions octal number has 82157476af
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